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INTRODUGTION:

The local school district operates 4n the basis. of state mandattd

t regulations', policies of the local. school
;

board, and administrativef

-

directives developed id central Office. Until quite recehtly, teachers

played a insigniPicantrge in the develoRMTnt of school,disfrict 4-

,
. - -

police s and in. the formulatinn of standard practices prescribing 'their rale
...

and participation in system decision-making processes. Witht1}e sharp up-'

surge ,u1 overtrnilitancy by teacher groups,, coupled with state legisle'tion
IS

on collective negotiatiop, and bolstered by gains -won at the bargainin

table, the:present.rOle of teachers' and'teacher oxganizations'has sharp
I

.3,

. .., , . .

increased. The subsequent change in status and concomitant draft in the
P r

power base away from school boards and administrators have giyen teach rs a

greater voice in the operation of individual schools andlthe local sch
.

district.
fr,

1

/
. The agreement between the pchoql bosrd and4Che cepresentativeteacher

.
. .

.
J

,

I

organization may be viewed as Ar'iet of ruies zhe employer and the uniLn
:. 1.

mutually agrge to observe in o der to ensurc,smooth, efficient opera ioh as.-

:1111
ao
cr) .
. .

f

c..0 well as the just, equitable, an proper treatment of teachers and others

s . .

covered' by the agreement
.).

Such.a.rilocument represents a compromise-ran

w
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attempt to balance the needs and wishes of the school district on one hand,'

and the'needs and wishes of- teachers on the other hand.
. ,-

k

Within the'framework of this pact between teachers, and their employer,

the gfievance procedure provides fior the adjudication of disputes and the

rectification of possible errdrs of interpretation and admihistratidn. Under

;Lis proce dure, teachers May initiate punitive' action against administrators

, -

and ia so Aoing invoke rules*which negatively sanction types of adminis-
. .A , .

trative behavior. The administratOr.also has a set of ruleitand sanctions
.

. , .. . ...'
. t

to invoke against teachers. Rules, thus employed by teachers and by adminis-
, .

. .
. ,

..t

trators, serve as a double'edged sword to be wielded by either against the.
t _,

. .,

.Q , ... : e,
.

Other. . , .. .

, ir . 0
.

.
Each instance of teacher - administrator' Conflict is frodght with the

.
l *

f',potentiit tha ruies,and counter-rules will be invoked to gain Partisan .-

. . i

' advantage. Inosuch an'atmosphere reconciliation and,consensus mustdbe
. .

P I

bought to resolve issues and to restore relationships that might otherwise
, . , , . 1

hamper efficient educational operation. It is suggested t4t such resolution

may not be effected throdgh a t further.imposition of existing rules. Rather,
_

-

it is proposed that in areas where sentiments and values fairly coincift, the

parties can agree 40 operationalize rules in ways andunder conditions Which

are mutually satisfying.

PUTE OF THE STUDY

?The purpose Of this 'study was to determine under what conditions '

teachers aad principal in an urban elementary,school setting would agree to

olierationalize existid,ly'rules in ways which .satisfied mutually felt needs

.41(

I

and/or diganizational purposes.

3
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CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK '
A

. .

' The rapid economic expansion which occurred ijn,the United States,

w , 4.
2

'between 1880-1910 was accompanied by labor-management conflicts in which
,..

ar gerialauthority was threatened by increased unionizat on and greater

worker demands.
2

MAnagers, in responce, sought to maximize w rker efforts

and to improve efficiency by developing work procedgres and administrative
,

.pradtices which left,goal setting, decision-making, and problem-solving

solely in. the handi of management.
3

The climate created. by these conditions
/

---/
.

and the emphasis placed on scientific management necessitated new thinking.

to ameliqrate widespread discontent between management and labor.,

Within the quarter century, the "human relations" school of
. ,..

. *
,

adMinistrative thought emerged as. another approach. Foremost among its

, advocates was Mary Parker Follett who, stressed the participative role of
0

workers in the decision - making Process. Parker contended that the management

of a company could be greatlylimproved by.joint employer-employee involvement

0

in which workers were encouraged to view their efforts as pursuing objectives

shared commonly with employers.
4

The two studies. in the"Hawthorne plant.of

the Western Electric ,ompany spearheaded by Moyo in 1925 ana 1927. further,
.

.

/advanced. the notion that Concern for the'employee can lead to higher
,

1

,productivity and increased efficiency. Spedifically, the results of the

. studies point directly to the effects of social conditions_in the work place .

,,,---
.w

, /
., .

and the impact of these conditions on world.output and the organization's

goals.
5

Barnard, who conc

.

(voluntary relationships betwee people and organizations toWar& common

N 'organizations' as. cooperative systems
.

goals), emphasized the need for consideration of ployees in the attainment,

1
of organizational objectives-

6
H later joined with erbert Simon and

.

4

4
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4

togeth r they conceptiilized a theory of "inducement-contribution" which

postul t th p.--output and efficiency are directly related to inducement

(wages and incentives).

More recent researchers such as Likert maintain that the most skillful

. '''\

management requires employee participation in management affairs and the
4

integrating of the needs of the Individual with the objectives of the organ:J.-

e
-zetion.

8
The concept of goal integration (the mutual satisfaction.of individual :

\

nd organizational gols) is presented extensively in the writings of Argyris

2and Barrett.
9.-

Similarly the. Illake and Mouton grid -- a conceptualization of

team management -- plots the variables of concern for people and the concern
\

for production to determide at what point these items merge. These latter,

two writers_..centlude from their studies that the soundest way to proceed

topermit those involved to share ideas and to think through problems An

.atmosphere rfplecte with trust and confidence among members of the organi-
,

zation,
10

Gore feels that 41 every organization there'are quite distinct

aggregationsof people with independent purposes who seek to fulfill these
\

IN
by displaying various kinds of behavidr. Leaders anddecision-makers, in

.
order to be effective and to minimize possible tension; have the respOnsi-

.

bility to endeavor to arrange these purposes around a set of shared

objectives. r ,

. .. .

--- . .

Writers in the field of sc4661 administration have .expressed quite
It .4 ..

( . .

similar views. Getzel and Gube approach educational administration-aS
.

a

.

social process and.offer a. model which includes institutional'.(organizatiOnal

needs) andipersohall(indigidual needs) dimensions. With these as the focus,.

the unique task of administration is o integrate the demands of the

' institution and the demands.(k staff members in a way that is at once, organi-

12
zationally productive and individually fulfilling. Halpin, to-advocates

/ -

5
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increased administrative concern fo'r the integration of organizational and

individual goals. His formulation of a concept of leadership stresses
<Z,

"consideration " -- concern for the:welfare of subordinates--and "initiating .

structure " -- emphasis on production and the maximization of worket effort. He

posits that effective leadership occurs as these variables are mutually"
13

-satisfied..

The literature thus offers considerable evidence that: (1) in, an

organizational setting the needs Of both the individual and those of the

.organization must be recognized and met, and (2)the fulfillment of tho-se needs'

most often occurs L a setting where particip4ts share in.thdecislon-

making process. Such mutual in volvement takes pace within a framework of

, Pr .

formalized understandings'--establishes rules, proJedures, and agreements. It
.

remains necessary,,at this juncture, to find a mbd'el of organizational

behavidr by which'to gauge the actions of a school administrator and members

of the professional staff of a school with regard to their use of formal

'procedures to achieve either personal or school district objvtives.

Gouldner proposes a model for analyzing behavior in which rules are

administered in an organizational setting.
14

The model offers three clas-
.

sifidations of rale administration: (1) representative, (2) mock, ,and (3)

,punishment- centered. Representative rule administration is typified by

.joint support or operatiohalizationsof rules and both employbr and employee..'

conform,to and enforce the rule. Mock rule administration is character ized

by, indifference to or, the ignoring of rules imposed by outside agents.

Punishment - centered. rule administratican'is'typified by conflict between th9if

rule enforcer Sna,the,party affected by the rule. Considerable tension is

thus generated. Lutz and Evans first operationalizeOthis model in an
,

educational setting.
15
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Employing the &Ladner model a s a gUide and with goal integration:and

shared decision- making as vital elements, the followiig assumptions were

A

developed andexamtned for this study..

ASSUMPTIONS

t -

F.

1. Teachers and the principal will tend to modify-certain types of

punishment-centered ruSTS' in a representative fashion by 'agreeing to
)

operationalizethode rules in ways whi satisfy mutually felt needs.

2. Teachers and the prinkipal d.i1 tend to modify certain types of
j

previously dev,eloped representative rules by agreeing 'to reformulate those

rules and to conduct themselves in ways which are mure mutually satisfying.

3. Teachers and the 'principal will tend to relate to certain types
sot

.

ot rules in a mock fashion by.agreding
,

,

to operate in was which ignore all -..

, or parts of those.,rules.

`:w_ 4. ,16aehers and the principal will agree to live Oith certain types

of punishment'-centered rules when the'principai masks his enforcement of
(.,

4 t

those; rules with bureaucratic requirements.
.

,

not agree ti?Te'achers and the principal will confer about bu
,

. .

opgrationalize certain types of punishment-centered rules in ai ways other
.

. .

than those explicitly stated by 'the rules. Thus, these rules ill remain
-.0.

punishment-centered and will not be converted to representative rul
A
es\

..`

\

Procedures

METHOD

The study was conducted in an elementary. school setting in the City

of Philadelphia TArose pipil population was appoximately 850 children and

with a staff of thirty teachers. The researcher made observations for a

period of five months with attention being given to the day-to-day

7
;4,
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relationships between the school principal and members of the professional
Y /

teaching staff.

Employing the field research method of caeticipant observaVion, the

ylresearch assumed the role of participant as "an 'observer,
16

In-that

capacity, he noted and recorded data which related to principal-teacher inter-

action, which constituted of relevant informatio available frJrn school and

school district records and reports, Ihd which included'other information

offered by an informant group consisting of various curriculum specialists,

the school counselor, and the administrative.assistan6Ito the ptincipal.

1 Continuous daily observations were made and recorded A*soon as
\

possible falloviing e CE--incident. On those occas ions where p\ 7-arranged,

.

, -

conferences, meetings, andlinterviews occurred, any written record of those
.

.

1

../

\'
: - 49,

proceedings, either made by the researcher or another member:of the group,
.--.

,

became a data source which, was ininorporated into the body of accumulated
)

v

data for the purposes of the stuffy. .

1

The major facufthe study was,centered on the manner in which rules

were administered in an educational setting. It is presuppoSed that all

types of rules, whether developed internallyor externally o th at setting,.

may be used as initially proposed or operationalized.diff ntially depending
.

on the individual or collectivCintent of the principal,and/or the teachers.

With that undersednding, the researcherysought\ to determine under what

A ,
conditions types of rules might be enforced asiintended or were modified to,

serve the joint purposes of the principal and.members of the professional

teaching staff. 1

Using the definitions developed from the Gouldner model, the researcher

classified each incident under ane
/
of the three headings of rule Adminis-

ration.

r-



1. ,representative Rull Related Incidents - -These were incidents 'which

related to rules the teachers and the principal agreed to operation-
,

alize in ways-other than those expressedly-stated by the rules.

e,

2. Mdck Rule Related Incidents-There were incidents which related

tarrules developed externally to,the scliOdl setting and which the

Va.

teachers and the principal generally ignoied.

3. Punishment-Centered Rule Related Incidents- -These were iacjents

relating to rules which the teacher and, the principal accepted as

NC.

-

given, which one party used and was perceived as punishment by the - I

other, and which took -the fotm of written policies and procedures.

BATA ANALYSIS
/

The researcher looked for consistent patterns of behavior which Would

either verify or modify assumptions developed in the Conceptual framework.

It was anticipated that the patterns could be acceptd as valid if they

described normal teacher and/or principal effort to satisfy' individual or

Mutual ends. It was further ant9ipated that ()tiler types of behavior, to

/
be considered as deviant, would be evident and would serve to create un-

anticipated conditions or circumstances thus modifying the original assumptions. Id

Assumption #1 - Teachers and the principal will tend to mod ify certain types

1

. of punishment-centered rules, in a revesentative fashion by, agreeing

.operationalize those rules in ways which satisfy mutually felt needs;

There is sufficient data in the study to support.this assumption.

Punishment-centered rules were regtilarly converted throughta process of disc

cuss ion and joint agreement by the'teachers and the principal. Although

there were numefous.data related to the supported assumptions, for the sake

,

of brevity only oneexample-per assumption will be presented here.
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."Example

Rule 1 - "All children arriving after 9:00 a.m. are to be

'considered late for school. These-children are to report to

the schocl office, secure A 'late slip,' and submit that slip to

111

the teacher before being admitted to class '

9

. .

Rule 2 - "The present teacher day for the elementary school is

from a45 a.m: to 3:30 p.m., which includes one hour and fifteen

anutes for lunch."

Incident'- Many Children gtrived at school within a few minutes

following the 9:00 a.m. bell. This creates long lines of "late"

children in the school office who each received a "late slip"

.

and in certain classrooms whereeach child was interviewed and

where the slips were Collectedand checked. To offset these

delays, the principal had the school clocks set back b. five

minutes.

In a staff meeting the teacher union representative complained 4

if
that setting the clocks back penalized teachers. Even though

their work day was not changed (according tq the school, clocks).

These teachers were, in essence, beindetained five minutes

beyond "Greenwich time." Due to the'personal schedules and

,pers'Onal demands of some teacher's, the principal should be

required to,hve the clocks set 'correctly.

A discussion ensued in which other staff embers insisted

the cloCks remain, five mirites early. They indicated they felt

that the practice of setting back the clocks did lessen the

_number of "late" children. It was finally agreed that the'aocks

remain five minutes early until condition dictated otherwise.

10

1
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.Assumption #2 - Teache rs and the principal will te nd to modify certain types

.

of previously developea'representative rules by agreeing to reformulate'
4

those rules and to conduct themselves in ways which are more mutUally

(satisfying. 4c*

..There is little in the data to support his assumption. Since
4. . e

representative rule'S develop in the local school setting through discussion

and are derived by consensus; both the teachers and the principal abide by 4

.these without further modificaL1j Although it was assumed in the'study
t-

hat all types of including representative rules, would be modified,

this'did not occur during the periOd in which the study was condtcted.
\

.

Assumption #3 - Teachers and the principal will tend to relate to certain

,

types of rules in a mock fashion by agreeing to operate in ways which ignore
. . 0

1.\ ...-
,

.

., .1 all or parts of those ruled

The data does indicate that-this'assumption has some validity. Uow-

ever, modification to mock rule's did not occur regularly enough to demonstrate

1

that this is an important aspect'of rrle adaptation, .

. \Example

Rule - "There is to be no smoking,in the school building except

in those/areas specifically designated by the School District of

Philadelphia and apprved,by the Philadelphia Fire Department.

.Note - The 'school principal had advised all staff members that

smoking was to be confined to the teachers' lounges!(after seeing

Several, of them smoking at tables or desks in*.the classrooms but

-

not criticizing these teachers for doing so).

Incident - At the close of school, several days after the Easter

holidays, a fire erupted in one of the Grade Four classrooms.

4

Lr
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11

.

dile of the custodial aides who was nearby quickly enteted the

room and poured water on the burninglea'terial. .
.

., 4
.

. .

1

.

-t
The Fire Department was called-and several firemen arrived

, .
0 .

-including a fire inspector. Follow/ ing-_ an
2

kihestigatidl, the
.7 !

.

inspector told the principal that someone had dropped a .pack-of

lighted' matches intoan Easterba;'ket locator' On a small table in

wi
one corner of the room.-: The inspector then, askid,;"Dothe -...

1. .: .

. ; . .

teachers smoke.,in the rooms?" In response,!:the principal replier',
. i ,

11
4..

.

',: !
'Our staff/is fully aware there4is to be no ;moki g in Classrooms.

Smoking As to occur in the teachers' louhges Only. Our staff
J

- ,

knows this, and ,they know this-,iS what sfiotiid be done. ",

r et

Assumption #4'-'Teachers and the principal will agree .to live with certain

types of punishment-centered rules when the principal masks .1iS enforcement,

et
of those rules with:bureaucratIc re

-->

quitements. -

/ . . ..

---,
,

.

The 0data.show that this assumption can be supported.' Basically the II ,

principal informs individdal teachers-or the staff as 'a' whOle that they mist
. .

. /

perform certain tasks demanded hy the system or"dictated hy the needs of the

school'.

Example

S

,Rdle - Teachers were required to submit weekly lesson plans each

: e
Thursday to the principal's office. .. .,

4
A

Inca ident -. Several veteran teachersCame to thepiincipal to:".,
: , -

4.

I le..I
recommend discontinuation of the practice.of submitting weekly '

,
4 , , . , 4.-

lesson plans. They indicated that he kneW the calibre of their .#'

.

work and that they could teach just as Cell without wilting a
ti

deta iled plan. In response, the.principal indicated ,that:be twas...,5

12 4
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4

. . .

not at all displeased with theii performances but required'

\\

(.

1 ,

lesson plans for severaltreasons. Fist, the piIns gave htM
.

. ...

some idea_of the kinds of i tructional.programs they Fere-

conducting. As- the principa , it-was necessary for hi; to know
.

this,-and it wasn't possible for him to get into very room each

.

week. Secondly, the plansSierved ds a guide and a help to sub-

#

stitute teachers. Since neither he nor the teachers-knew when

ti..

they 'girt become ill or havt to leave school due to an 1

emegency, the lesson plan wasavailable t

called in to 'replace the regular classr er.

by anyone
4

Assbmption 5 - Teachers and the principal will confer about but will not
NI

#

)a,

agree to opeiationalize certain types,Of punishment- centered rules in any ways

explicitly
-- _ - \

other than those explicitly stated.by-the rules. Thus, these r'uNles will
!

'remain punishm nt-centered and will not be converted to representative rules.
d... . :,

.

..
SubstanttallY, the condition of

i
"no agreement" and the imposition of

punishment-centered rules.both by teachers and the principal occurred

.

N

-frequently inthestudy. In many instances where consensus was sought,
4,;' \o -,

generally though an attempt to gain some commonality of feeltng and under-

\

.

7

u

standing, often, one orsthe 'other of the parties refused to relinquish their

punishment power.

Example #

ule - 'All school keys held by members ofthe instructional staff

are to be placed in'the metal key box in the office at the end'of

the school day."

're
Incident I - Several teachers ca- me to the principal,,on a

i.

number
:--------____

,
.

of occasions, iiire uest permission to hold keys overnight with
2 *

,

13
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r fi

.`13

the assurance that the ,keys,voli no* be lost: On each

occasion, the principal infOrmed the t achers that the practice
X:

of taking scho9 1.9s from they it 'rig was not acceptable.
.,

Other than the fact that they keys might.be losth,the principal
.

,

%k. expressed'the fear that a finaer, mig t then use the keys to linter.

.trooms to' vandalize orto Steal. 4

e

_ Note - Bringing,the keys to the o fine at the clOse of the day

required teachers to exit from the building via a doorway some

distance from their classrooms. OTeachers requestitg permission.

to hold' their keys were among those who Would prefto leave by
AL

an exit door nearer the classrooms and not through the door near

the school office. ,

Rule - "Faculty meetings may be held twice monthly. ,Tirne'for

these meetings shall not extend more than one-half/hour beyond

1,/ 3

the clOse the regular school day."

. I

Incident - A special staff development program emphasizing

'

t.

,nutrition education had been developed 4n cooperation with the

District Superintendent'd" Office. When the trainingstaff arrived,

0-

,
the principal 9ked the training leader how much time was needed

0
.. .

,

for the first presentation. The trainiLg'reader stated that a .

minimum of two hours was required. The principal consulted the

teacher union represintative regarding an extension of 15 minutes

beyond normal faculty'meeting'time <regular meetings lasted one
1

, .

1' hour and 45 minntdb). The representative replied, "Thb teachers

Axpect the meeting to end at 3:15 ,p.m.--not Same of

. .
.

.them have responSibilities which require that they leave promptlyls,
).

rI'm sorry, Mr. S., that meeting must be overhy 3:15.p.m." i

14
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.AdditionalAnalysls 1

.

,

. -

14

4 The results of the study show-that three circumstances occurred

X
regahrly. Firsto-the.....conversibn ofipunishment-centered rules into

representative type rules took.place,throughout the data collection' period.
1

The' principal or the teachers initiate4 procedures which were directed toward
I

consensus and which resulted in applying rules 'in ways not originally
,

- ..
. ,Jintended. These interactions were precipitated by some felt need to seek

.

- e .

_- -----concurrence On issuds so that one or both parties could accomplish-a-task or

could escape from some Anemia% Generally-, the-i-Ssues were centered around----
r-k . ___---

personal need0-4where teachers were concerned) and around rganizational

.. i
needs (where the principal was concerned).

. .
.__-----:

-.-
SecondlY, puniShment-centered rules were invoked b'tith * the prqncIpal

..___------
----- (.4

-N and by-teachers against the other with no agreement to operationalize-those

rules differentlyAt tkiose times. In order to gain some desired advantage,

one or the otherof the pAties insisted that the rules wer to be enforced

as stated. There were\ instances Ot no agreement and imposition' of

centered rifles without conversion occurring more frequently than any type of

Y
4,,

rule modification,

Thirdly, despite the, ubiquitous nature of rules,, occasions did arise-

where there was fto spe'cific rule to govern the collective behavior of -

'teachers and the principal. In the instances where this was true, a teacher

or teachers would confer with the principal or he with A-hem) to decide on an

acceptable course of action. 'fthus, a representative type rule would be,

develop gUch a rule generally replaced what one, or the ether of the parties

previously considered to,be good common sense or cover some point on which

there Tiad been no prior agreement. In this way a concern which could

generate cOnflict and tension was resolved through mutual invokment and the'

,.decision could' be established as a,pattern for future decision-making.

15
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In addition, as an unanticipated outcome of ,the s u thi data ow

that teachers often used the principal as a rule enforcer. T ere are

repeated instances in the study of ateacher coming to the princlipal to

'shment-d'entered rule should be nsedagaip,s1 another

plainant could-gain some desired end. As arexampfe, 1
.47*

,

the Grade Three teachers agreed to aschechile for the organizat on and ,
. .

instrugliko of mathematics classes. When the grade leader attempted o atter s'

that schedulwithOut consultation with his Grade Three colleagues, twoof

those chers complained to the principal.° A meeting was held, the
,

previously*

I

insist that some pun

teacher so that the

accepted scheduling procedures wereNreviewed, and the grade ,treader agreed to

abide by the schedule without variation.

The data
t

once developed,

CONCLUSIONS--,:_

support assumptions #1, #4, and

were mainteined without further

#5. Representative-rules,

reformulation during the data

collection period. Perhaps over a long time span (say two years) such rules

i

would'be renegotiated. ' ti

Although there is some evidence that mock ru

place, this evidence pertains primarily to the enf

1

This was also the condition in bth the Gouldner study

\

study.
-
.rSi C

The major emphasis oft, tt e research- was to determine under what

conditions rules were operati7inalized in which differed f om the language of

hay or does take

fire regufations.%

d the Lutz and Evans

,
,

the rules: From the results of the study it may be ded that the

tparticipants would be willin to engage in a process of ritual rule conversion

if one or more of the folloWing conditions exist.

. .

The participants will engage a process of mut a

16
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1,. b. .

the degree that ,,

. ( 0
t

1. both parties jointr-feel that some benefit will result which is

16

mutua ?ly aftisfying to.teactlers and the principal alike.

2.
)

the issue involves one or more individuals about which both the
.

teachers and the principal have ,positive sentiments.

3. the issue demands action and the action can onlyll'be taktn-by--
r

------/ -

. acoepilng one of a set of Undesirable alternatives.
e

4. the issue, involves resolving a difficult} which stands in the way

-, .
.

of accomplishing a task ps, one party whidh ncides with the

expectations of the other party.

411 ' 5. ~the issue involved is/not-normally covered by prescribed rules

but some agreement is needed to ameliorate an uncomfortable

Circumstance. a ,\

.

AcOP

---,With the ablve conclusionsin mind, it is now possible to restate the

assumptions developed for the study and to create a new con;epill model.

Teachers and the principal will:

1. modify certain types of punishment-centered rules in a

representative fashion by agr eing to operationalize those rules

in ways which lead to kinds of mutual satisfactions which they/'

seek for themselves and for others,

2. modify'other types of p slime -centered rules in a

representative fashion by agreeing to operationalize those
0

rules in ways wh4ch they mutually perceive as means of accomplish-

a desired task or of removing an unpleasant circum ance.

3.' relate occasionally to certain types of rules in,p moc

fashion by agreeing to operate in ways which ignore all or pa

of those rules.

4 17
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4. 'agree to live'with certain types of punishment-centered rules

.

when the principal masks his enforcement of those rules with

btkreaucratic'requiremedts.

5. sconfertabo4 but will not agree to operationalize certain.

types of punishment-centered rules in any ways other than those

ways explicitly stated by the rules.' Thus these rules remain

p nishmentzcentered and are not converted to representative rules.

\

In addi ion,

6. Teachers,inprder to achieve some,personal end will insist

that the principal should enforce types ofpunishment-centered

rules'igainst ocher. teachersswithout modification.. In this way
.

a punishment-centered rule is invoked_by one "teachertagainst the/

other with the:requiAement that the principal- to act ad rule

enforcer.

Note: It.was not possible to present all of the relevant data from the

study in this paper. HoweVer,'.the additional d'ata (not herein

presented) makes it possible to formulate the above model.

RECOMMENDATION FOR FURTHER STUDY

The focus of the Study was to determine under what conditions teachers

and the principal would operationalize rules in ways not intexded by the

language of the rules. .It is evident, based on the data, that frequently

.. .

occasions do arise when the conversion process occurs depending On the kinds
..,

.

I % 1

ofttual agreement required. However, it must be assumed that-certain

delimiting factors in the set-tool enviAmment, i,e., location, size of enroll-
.

.. . . ,

ment, age and experience of thestaff, and others, mor bear directly. on the
.

outcomes. If such an assumption is valid, further studies of this nature may \

18



'pr.oduce.other'Conditi4ns under which teachers and principals are able to

I
gain consensus. .

'In addition, the study.did reveal that ofeen, the principal is

employed as a rule ehfofcer by one teacher against other teachers. This

researcher was not able to undePcover much evidence4in the IiteratUre which
.

showed that this phenomenon had been studied to any degree. Therefore, this

whole matter apikais fertile gi.dUnd flor,further investigation: .

e

rs
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